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Abstract: Solar photovoltaic panel tends to lose its 

performance, when foreign particles start accumulating over it. 

To get panel at its best, frequent cleaning action is required by 

some means. It would be beyond imagination, if there comes a 

task to clean entire solar farm covering miles squares and more, 

hence a better solution is required. Solar photovoltaic panel 

cleaning system is a robotic system designed to clean solar panel 

surface; in order to sustain the efficiency. To avoid frequent site 

visits, robots can be placed in each array, and by further deploying 

Internet of Things (IoTs), distant monitoring and cleaning can be 

achieved. The command for the robots can be given by distant 

operator through the cloud they are connected with. To make this 

system even smarter, a separate sensing unit shall be installed 

along with different sensors that can detect the limit of dust 

deposition and shall automatically order to perform cleaning 

action. This study presents the need of cleaning system, which is 

followed by design and fabrication of robot that meets the design 

specification and required performance. A month-long data is 

collected and analyzed to formulate and validate the automatic 

cleaning algorithm in real environment. From this study, it is 

concluded that, the IoT can be implemented in the solar PV 

cleaning system which can improve the system performance 

significantly. 

 

Keywords: Performance, Cleaning, Particle Photon, 

Algorithm, Robot, Internet of Things. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Power generation from renewable sources has developed 

significantly in modern age [1, 2]. Photovoltaic (PV) is one of 

the renewable energy sources with the greatest future 

projection as it possesses features such as simple installation, 

high reliability, low maintenance cost due to absence of 

moving parts and zero fuel cost [3]. Solar photovoltaic energy 

is harnessed from solar radiation; for a mono crystalline solar 

PV panels under standard test condition, it is seen that only 

15-18% of solar radiation is utilized to produce electricity [4]. 

Achieving maximum efficiency has been a challenge and this 

efficiency changes due to several factors like: lower 

irradiance; higher air mass; higher temperature; regardless of 

this, solar radiation is failed to be harnessed due to 

accumulation of foreign particles like dust, bird excrement, 

snow, and many other [4]. Large scale PV systems are 

immensely precious on solar panels. Conventionally, the 

panels are proven to be expensive in large scale PV system [5]. 

Accumulation of dust particle increases the temperature of 

solar panel up to 10% resulting decrease in net output power 
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[6]. It not only increases module temperature, but also blocks 

the solar radiation that can reduce the system efficiency 

significantly. From an experimental study for two different 

setups: indoor and outdoor, it is evaluated that the efficiency 

decreased by around 30-40%, and in particular, moss 

deposition could reduce the output power by up to 86% [7]. 

Making consideration to reviewed facts and figures 

interlinked with efficiency reduction, significant 

improvement in the output of the solar panels can be achieved 

by effective method of cleaning [8]. 

II. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

This section outlines the chronological movement of this 

study from defining the problems, to ways of addressing it and 

finally the process of devising a working solution to the stated 

problem. The detail processes of the adopted methodology 

are listed below: 

A. Literature review and problem identification 

Starting from facts and figures, the need of solar 

photovoltaic panel cleaning system is identified. Upon 

coming to conclusion of literature review, the requirements 

that the prototype must fulfil along with the acceptance 

criteria was noted down. 

B. Idea Generation for fabrication of proposed model 

Furthermore, moving on to Idea Generation process: best 

cleaning method, movement across the panel and movement 

across the adjacent panel among different options was chosen 

and is illustrated by Table 1. 

 
Table 1: Idea generation with components and method selection. 

 
To achieve effective cleaning, roller was selected as the 

best cleaning method among all other methods. To avoid the 

stress of cleaner weight and to achieve better mobility, 

movement across the panel and adjacent panel was expected 

to be achieved by attaching a separate rail at top and bottom 

ends. Several designs were sketched, and among them the best 

design: robotic design was proposed and proceeded towards 

fabrication process.  
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Different designs along with their defects are shown by 

Table 2. 

The reason for selecting robotic design was primarily 

associated with its large-scale application from a single unit of 

it. The requirement of separate power supply for robotic 

design can easily be addressed by the use of either light 

weight battery or a separate solar module over the top of it, 

which can supply the required power. 
 

Table 2: Different design and their defects. 

 
 

On moving forward with robotic design, engineering 

dynamics associated with it was discussed using free body 

diagram as shown in Figure 1. To calculate the torque 

required, it is assumed that sine component of total weight of 

robot is exerted at the upper end of rails, whereas the cosine 

component exerted at the lower end: under equilibrium 

condition. 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Free body diagram of developed robotic model. 

 

Where, µ=0.2(the coefficient of friction between mild steel 

and plastic tyre) [9], m= 5.37 kg (mass of robot), N=Normal 

Reaction force, g= 9.8 m/s2(acceleration due to gravity), = 

Tilt angle,  = Required Torque. 

The force required on lower part of robotic unit is given by: 

 
The torque required on the lower part of robotic unit is: 

 
Thus the force and torque required on the lower part of 

robotic arm is 9.11N and 0.3189Nm respectively. Similarly, 

for the upper part of robotic arm we calculate force and torque 

as: 

 
The force and torque required on the upper part of robotic 

arm is 5.2626N and 0.1482Nm respectively. Hence, to match 

with the above torque requirement, “Nema 17” with holding 

torque of 0.45Nm was selected as the most suitable actuator. 

C.  Control system and implementation of autonomous unit 

Following the fabrication of robot, controlling unit for 

motors was implemented using microcontroller named 

particle photon, which is capable to connect itself with the 

internet cloud. Similarly, control unit for autonomous unit is 

built using particle photon with sensors and transducers. By 

fetching a month-long data from experimental set up 

developed, algorithm for autonomous unit is generated using 

regression analysis and is successfully implemented followed 

by test runs. 

D.  Deployment of Internet of Things (IoT) 

Particle photon is capable of connecting itself with the 

internet wirelessly using its inbuilt Wi-Fi antenna. 

Autonomous Unit and Robotic Unit communicate each other, 

and with operator by using a common cloud platform named 

UBIDOTS. In large solar farm, robotic units are placed on 

each array, and the communication between all of the robotic 

units with either autonomous unit or with the human operator, 

is achieved by the common cloud platform. 

E.  System execution and performance evaluation 

After the completion of design and fabrication of prototype 

(autonomous and robotic unit), test runs were made to identify 

issues and uncertainties associated with it; and  

finally, the respective improvements required were 

concluded. 

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

In this study, for the development of autonomous 

operation, an outdoor experimental set up was done at 

Suryabinayak-09, Bhaktapur, Nepal (27°39'10.3"N, 

85°27'37.2"E) using demonstration module (50 Wp) inclined 

at 30° facing south. At Stage-I, the performance of totally 

clean module was monitored and saved on UBIDOTS clouds 

for further analysis, whereas in Stage-II, the module was 

demonstrated under the scenario of maximum dust 

deposition; taking illuminance and output power as 

parameters.  

The fabricated robot along with control unit installed on it 

was tested on module as shown in Figure 2(a&b). The defined 

zone of operation was successfully programmed on 

autonomous unit of the system. 
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Figure 2: (a&b) Experimental Set up for the developed model. 

IV. OPERATION OF DEVELOPMENT MODEL 

This system consists of two different units: Robotic Unit 

and Autonomous Unit. The two units communicate through 

an internet cloud based platform known as UBIDOTS. 

Robotic Unit acts as a slave unit, as it follows command either 

from autonomous unit or from UBIDOTS interface directly 

on operator’s demand. The motors move robotic unit back 

and forth through the rails over the panel. Two limit switches 

are placed at right and left end to sense the end of the panel 

array. Also robotic unit consists of rotational brush which 

cleans the panel as the unit moves. 

Autonomous Unit, the master unit sends command to 

robotic unit to perform cleaning action. This unit comprises of 

sensors to sense light intensity, dust density, 

temperature/humidity and output power in order to generate 

automatic cleaning signal and display the condition of solar 

panels/farm. The important three variables: illuminance, 

current and voltage (output power) are taken as the input 

parameter and real time slope is calculated. This real time 

slope is compared with slope of the reference line. If the real 

time slope is less than the reference slope, the master unit 

sends cleaning command to the slave unit. The autonomous 

unit keeps on sending command unless the performance of PV 

is sustained. The entire system: the robotic unit(s) and the 

autonomous unit are interfaced through a cloud-based 

platform named UBIDOTS. After successful connection of 

particle photon or any other hardware, data can be stored, 

manipulated, visualized in real time, not only that it can 

generate an alert signal, if anything goes out of track [10]. 

 
Figure 3: Flowchart of Overall Developed model. 

In the section of devices, real time data is monitored 

showing each and every variable with real time values 

associated with them; which can be depicted by Figure 4. In 

the dashboard section, acquired data is visualized in different 

forms like line, chart, double axis, scatter plot, histogram, and 

bars as shown in Figure 5. In the same section, operator can 

send the cleaning signal through a switch as shown in Figure 

7. “Event” is a feature in UBIDOTS which notifies the user 

through email, text message, telegram or web hook under 

specified receiving network address, when certain parameters 

exceed the limit as shown in Figure 5 and 6: 

V.  DATA ANALYSIS AND IMPLEMENTATION ON 

AUTONOMOUS UNIT 

A month-long data was processed using data analysis 

techniques: scaling, transformation and feature selection, and 

is followed by regression analysis. Line of best fit for both: 

with and without dust scenario, was compared as shown in 

Figure 8. The equation of line of best fit were y = -2.6282350 

+ 0.0009607x for a clean panel; and y = 1.2287555 + 

0.0002992x for a panel with dust. 

From above regression analysis, automatic cleaning 

algorithm was generated by using slope of these two lines of 

best fit. A new parameter named slope of reference line was 

calculated by taking average of those two lines as follows: 

 
 

Figure 4: Real Time Data of Different Variables. 

 

 
A new parameter named real time slope is introduced 

which is the measure of ratio of real time power to real time 

Illuminance input and defined as: 

 
 

Finally, condition for the cleaning system whether to 

perform cleaning action or not is defined as: if real time slope 

is lesser than reference slope, cleaning action is performed 

else cleaner returns/remains to rest position. 
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Figure 5: Event created to send SMS under violation of Condition 

set. 
 

VI. SYSTEM EVALUATION 

The evaluation of the prototype developed for IoT based 

Solar Photovoltaic Cleaning System is evaluated under 

requirements set at the initial state of prototype development 

and can be illustrated as shown in Table 3. 

VII. CONCLUSION AND NECESSARY IMPROVEMENTS 

IoT based Solar Photovoltaic Cleaning System consists of 

two units: Robotic and Autonomous along with cloud-based 

Man machine interface. These two units communicate each 

other via same cloud-based interface known as UBIDOTS. 

The main driving objective of the project was to clean the 

solar PV module with least human effort for a large solar 

farm. 

 
Figure 6: Dashboard Showing Output Power and Illuminance 

during different time. 

 
Figure 7: Operator’s on Demand Button. 

 
 

Figure 8 (a &b): Output Characteristics of Prototypic PV Module 

under Dusty and Clean Condition. 

 

 For a distant solar farm site, autonomous cleaner makes 

cleaning job easier, where cleaning action is achieved without 

making travel to the site. The elimination of water reduces 

consumable costs, however bird excrement and tough dirt 

would be still an issue. 

Table 3 illustrates most of the design requirements are met 

and Table 4 illustrates improvements required in current 

prototype. The innovation of project is autonomous cleaning, 

which can be proven most effective for large solar farm 

located in semi-arid areas, where frequent cleaning is required 

due to sand deposition. 

The autonomous unit generates autonomous signal at the 

time of need and commands robotic units placed in every 

solar array. 

 
Figure 9: Output Characteristics of Prototypic PV Module under Dusty 

and Clean Condition. 
 

Table 3: Evaluation of Prototype Developed. 

(Key: Y/P/N = Yes/Partially/No) 
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Table 4: Issues/ uncertainties and improvements. 

 
In contrast, the whole project features on demand as well as 

autonomous cleaning of solar panel ranging from small scale 

to large scale solar farm. 
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